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Dear Senator Sarbanes, 	 Attn: legislative or administrative assistant 
I am a former reporter, investigative reporter, Senate investigator and editor, 

wartime intelligence analyst and the author of seveih books. I am almost 77, am in im-
paired health that, among other things, requires that I sit with my legs elevated and, 
when typing, with CI.: typewriter to one side. 6o I apologise for my tybing. I write in 
part to inform you for when the 'dongress again considers amending the Freedom of fhfor-
mation and 2rivacy Acts and in part in the hope that you can be of help with:7.,.per-
petual problems with the Department of Justice and the FBI in my efforts to Oethose 
Acts, efforts that in part accoant for their dislike of me land I think abuses), efforts 
that in 1974=1ed the Uongress to amend the investigatory files exemption. The legislative 
history in the 5enate is quite specific on this. Senator Kennedy saw to tlis in his 
questioning of §enator.grt during the debates. 

Limitations imposed on me by my health preclude my filing any additional FOIA 
suits but I have filed a number and as a result-have obtained about a third of a million 
pages of once-withheld records. They and all my other materials will be a permanent, 
public archive at local Hood College. Some are already deposited and students have been 
using these materials for years. 

My work for more than 25 years has been on the subject of political assassinations, 
mostly those of President Kennedy and Doctor King. Unlike others, I am not a conspiracy 
theorist. There is none of that in any of my books. A,Ine is a rather large study of how 
our basic institutions worked in those times of great stress and since then. If some of 
th4 agencies did not dislike me before then, as the FBI did, they all developed a strong 
dislike because of my work and because of both my uses of the Acts and what I made part 
of the historical record in those lawsuits. I can amplify this if you would like and I 
can provide credentials from scholars on my owifscholarship and accomplishments. I think 
I do not exaggerate in saying that I brought to light just about all that is both factual 
and not in accord with the official solutions to those crimes and am responsible for most 
of the disclosures under FOIA. 

The FBI in particular generated many internal records that are quite defamatory. 
They can be mislled in the future to undermine the credibility of my work in which, despite 
its best efforts, it has never been able to show a single factual error. Had there been 
any error in the innumerable, lengthy, detailed and thoroug:Lly documented affidavits I 
filed in the FOIA cases, the government would have taken steps but there was no error at all. 
Not one of any substance has been shown in any of my books, either. 

Senator Mathias, who had been a friend, called to Senator Goldwater's attentkon 
when he chaired the intelligence committee a particularly nasty FBI fabrication and that 
committee's records include the correction of it. T e FBI told the 'Johnson WhitelpHouse 
that my wife and I annually celebrated the Russian !,evolution with an hating at our home 
for about 35 strangers. Ur home was then a farm and the occasion did not coincide with 
that revolution but in fact was a religious gathering sponsored by the Jewish Welfare Board 
for Washington area service personnel after the Jewish high holiak. What we then did at 
our farm that was so attractive to children the University of Maryland copie4and operates 
at ‘theaton as Old 4cDonald's tam. I cite this to give you an idea of the extreme to which 
the FBI went to hurt us and the basis it has, in addition to its traditional stonewalling, 
for resisting disclosures. If I am not able to get those records that are withheld im-
properly, it will not be possible for me to include with them an account of the actualities. 
Unless I am able to do it, it will not be done. Ay concern is not personal. I don ̀t want 
any false representations that can undermine the credibility of my work, particularly 
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because I regard the assassination of a president as the most subversive of crimes in a 
society like ours. 

If you can take the time to read the enclosures, you will see that, despite the 
bad typing and occasional lack of clarity in expression, there is no basis at all for 
the appeals office and the FBI to say that they had no idea what I was talking about, 
what lwas appealing. This is merely another dodge, par for them with me, as the enclosed 
pages of the Senate FOIA subcoleaittee hearings of 1977 reflect. (I had nothing to do 
with this being called to the committee's attention and did not even know about it until 
later.) What the Department lid after assuring the Senate that it would rectify what it 1,- could not justify and wouldn't was not to con  4TeLy with those requests, which it Wild did. 
Instead it set up a "get Weisberg" crew, their designatioh, to drastrate my requests 
and :NIA litigation. The present situation is a continuation of the long past and its 
determined refusal to abide by the laws and make the dieUosures they require. 

although I do not know, I think it is probable that the FBI's dislike of me begins 
with what is mentioned in the enclosures, the Illyne" case. Towar9.the end of 1939 I was 
researlaing a book on the Dies 44American committee of the house when it decided to en-
trap me, with tk FBI's assistance in an effort to get me indicted. Instead the grand 
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user refused to indict me and my then associate, the late Gardner Iackson, who was the 
egislative representation of the jeited iiine Workers' Labor's In-Partisan League. (That 
was /ohn L. Lewis' day.) and it did indict eayne, the committee s agent. Ile got two years 
for uttering and forging and false pretense, suspended on Dies' personal appeal. '..n the 
coursqof this the FBI tried to get me to sign a false and incriminating statement that 
is referred to in the records that are the subject of the .i.),.al. I refused to and agreed 
to sign a correct statement, _hick Tdid. Both statements rennin withheld, together with 
most of the related records. Yet my first request, it is undenied, goes back to 1975 and, 
again undenied, was renewed and appealed and r:eappealed many times, without even acknow-
lsdgement. Only now, when records are being processed in reeponse to someone else's 
request, are they making this partial: and prejudicial disclosure - when it can be used 
to defame me. Itegardless of my rights under Poia and the Privacy act. 

I ay. not andneladuilla L;orelunist or any kind of subversive but I was in 
1941lageJ-1,161UkdEeEX:ia.Lj,IPPQMWirkXX and 1942 the oppo-ite, working for British intelli-
gence at the sugeestion of the DeJar-ment of Justice. But every record recting the 
fact that I was not anti-government and worked without pay to help it is withheld. This 
relates to my work in exposing /Nazi cartels, all of the fruit of which ' took to the 
9eeartment, and to my work with it and the FBI when was borrowed from the Senate to 
assist in what then was known as "the Bloody ilarlan" case. I spent four months with them 
in 1-entucky, helping both the prosecutors and the 2131, yet not a sengle record has been 

Croduced in response to my requests and appeals. (This was the prosecution of the Harlan ounty Coal Operators and their deputized gunithugs who were wholesale murderers. And I 
have th4 Senate's heariegs, which ' edited and published, if you ever know of a student 
interested in them.ater they'll be at /food. 

1 have spelled these things out to the appeals office in simply enormous detail. 
That began when a judge in one of my FOIA cases asked me to cooperate with the appeals 
office. The extent to which I did is reflected in two full file cabinets of appeals and 
their documentation alone. I think you can see the considerable cost in time and money 
of my effort to serve our history, for most do not relate to records on me. But with 
regard to them the appeals have attached the government records identifying those that 
were and renein withehld. Often I provided even the ff_le numaers, to no avail. This is 
true of the false allegations of my alleged relationships with the USSR embassy, to which 
I refer in t. e appeal letter. 

I've seen many letters from tubers relating to FBI withholdings and generally 
they are fobbed off by the l'epartment, which is relucs.kt:Int to tangle with the FBI. On 
its part, the FBI develops strong dislikes for those who do not feer it, as j- have not. 

I hope you c_n be of help. If there is naything else ybu would like to know, 
please ask. Thank you foe anything you can do. Sincerely, "arold Weisberg '‘.;A, (4,wee -7 f  14  


